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Ingram mac 10 fallout 4

Comments Divides $1400 $1050 United States 3.2 seconds 2.6 seconds TMP MP9 250/250 (100%)240 $600 (Competitive)$300 (Casual) 0.82 0.8 Basically box, which bullets come from, the MAC-10 SMG boasts a high fire rate, with a weak tauity spread and a high-veiled u-turn of sight. The counter-terrorism counterpart is TMP ahead of the global offensive
and MP9 in the global offensive. The review of the MAC-10 (Military Armament Corporation Model 10, officially an M-10) is a compact, impact machine gun developed by Gordon B. Ingram in 1964. It can be chambered in .45 ACP or 9mm rounds. This is the chamber in the .45 ACP game. In the game, the MAC-10 is a moderately powerful machine gun that
is only available to terrorists. It has a very high rate of fire and medium damage, and is a relatively cheap option ($1400 in previous games and $1050 in Global Offensive). The main drawbacks are its high damage drop (although its higher basic damage somewhat compensates), poor accuracy (although the shifting inaccuracy is relatively low) and high reoil,
which is mostly horizontal. Its penetration of the armor is also weak, making it unfit for later rounds. For these reasons, the MAC-10 is very rare and very rarely seen during a public or competitive game. The weapon is very light and allows for high motion speed. The Mac-10 loading time is a little long before the Global Offensive, but it's significantly shortened
in the global offensive. In the global offensive, mac-10 has an increased murder reward ($600) for SMG. Before the global offensive, if equipped with K&M .45 Tactics, they will share ammunition in 100 rounds as they share the same cartridge. Features CS 1.6, CS:CZ and CS:S Hitbox Primary Attack Armored Head 114 54 Breasts &amp; Hand 28 13
Stomach 35 17 Leg 21 21 Red means fatal hit. CS:GO Hitbox Primary attack Unomored armored head 114 65 Breasts &amp; arm 28 16 Stomach 35 20 Leg 21 21 Red means fatal hit. Tactics in the global offensive, buying these weapons when little money is a good idea. Not only is it the cheapest SMG, but it can also be easily paid. That's two murders will
give you a profit of $1,200. In Counter-Strike, the MAC-10 can quickly chew ammo due to the rapid speed of fire. Be sure to keep the ammo or buy enough spare magazines. A goal to the head in the near quarter of battles. If you hit two hits in the head, you're going to kill it right away, even though your opponent bought a helmet. In the early rounds, one
image can be enough to work. For medium range, crouch and fire up two shots burst and aim for the chest or stomach. This weapon is not recommended for long-distance combat. However, if necessary, fire a single shot, the accuracy of the first MAC-10 shot is comparable to assault rifles. Spray bullets on a full car when fighting in tight combat rooms.
Engage your enemies in tight spaces so they have little room for straff and bullet dodging. Remember, this weapon is very imprecise with a very high momentum. Fighting on the front line is not the best option, and the MAC-10 is better for ambushes or the side of failed enemies. Be sure to compensate the high tail of this weapon. Sometimes a climb on
mushrooms can lead to random shots. It might be wise to pull out your side-span in open areas because of mac-10's high range. This weapon is great for the rush, but only if the user can slightly control their reoil. Update History November 4, 2019 [WORKSHOP ] Mac10 UV map has been updated. Map cavity Mac10 updated to correct inconsistencies with
the pattern of use. April 30, 2018 Replaced custom Terrorist one-hand walking animations for MAC10, MP7 and MP9 with an alternative two-hand version to improve weapons recognition at a glance. March 31, 2015 The accuracy of MP9, MP7 and Mac-10 has been improved. October 2, 2014 All SMGs now have ~20% more armor penetration. May 8, 2013
Mac10 - Increased price on May 1, 2013 Mac-10: Increased speed. It's a discounted price. Mac-10 appearances appeared on the following maps: Prison: In an armory in a terrorist ized area, accessible by the destruction of the fan. On a table in a house near the counterterrorism area. MAC-10 appears on the torn map, in an inaccessible room next to T
Spawn. The MAC-10 is functional and has 2 pickups, but requires a noclip to acquire this weapon. In Tour of Duty, the following bots use the MAC-10 as their main weapon: Outlaw: Easy Madman: Fair Terrorist bots who prefer the ES C90 can buy a MAC-10 if they don't have enough money to buy their main weapon. Achievements Weapons Ingram Mac-10
ExpertKill 500 enemy players with Ingram Mac-10. Mac-10 ExpertKill weapon specialist 100 enemies with MAC-10. Trivia Mac-10 has kept its name in real life in previous Counter-Strike games because the company that has the rights to the name, the Military Arms Corporation, has gone bankrupt. The MAC-10 is the cheapest primary weapon in CS:GO
($1050), which is tied to New. Before the global offensive, it was one of four weapons that kept its real name, while the others were Five-SeveN, maverick M4A1 Carbine and M249. In Counter-Strike 1.6, the purchase icon and kill icon for MAC-10 does not have a magazine inserted. The MAC-10 model in the global offensive is re-ingested from the Left 4
Dead 2 Silenced Submachine Gun model, with a few changes, including a different texture and removal of a large silencer and lamp. Before Counter-Strike: Source and Global Offensive, whenever the MAC-10 dropped the bullets, empty ball casings were always fired against the player. Interestingly, with the review of mac-10 in Global the door for exorcism
is not closed (as an open weapon), unlike previous games. In addition, an older icon of global offensive purchase displayed the export door was closed. Even when there is no ammunition, the presence of an unstreshed bullet is clearly visible in the chamber during the MAC-10 inspection. The early MAC-10 didn't have a fabric strap when it looked at the third
person. This is corrected in Source, although users still hold the MAC-10 without tape. This is further corrected in the global offensive, where it is used as a great front. The source tag on the MAC-10 indicates that it uses a .380 ACP round instead of a .45 ACP, i.m. it will be a MAC-11 weapon, a lighter version of the MAC-10 with a higher fire rate. In 1.6, the
MAC-10 is incorrectly displayed as a weapon with closed screws (the ejection door remains closed when loaded and the charging lever is pulled backwards after pulling back). In Xbox, the Zero and Deleted Scenes condition, the charging handle is pulled back correctly, but the ejection door remains closed. This problem is somewhat voted in the source (by
turning the model) and is resolved in the global offensive. The MAC-10 is one of the least popular submachine guns among the counter-strike community. The source and global offensive has a MAC-10 shell ejection port on the right. While in Counter-Strike and Condition Zero, mac-10 has eject port on the left. This applies to the AK-47 with its neck/charging
handle (global offensive only). Like his colleague, TMP, the MAC-10 also has its own counter-group counter-group pistol (K&M .45 Tactical). By reviewing the MAC-10 in a global offensive, we can see that the barrel is threaded, allowing the retardation to be received, even though none is available in the game. The tow stock is always visible in a stacked
position, like mp7. In Counter-Strike, Counter-Strike (Xbox), Counter-Strike: Condition Zero and Counter-Strike: Condition Zero Deleted Scenes, MAC-10 had no iron at all. Iron sights were displayed in Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive. External links Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. I'm
redirecting the American Machine Gun Mac 10 here. For a computer operating system, see Mac OS X. For speed, see Mach 10. For rapper Dedrick D'Mon Rolison, see Mack 10. For Mac-10, rapper Phillip Allen, see Totally Crazy. Type of machine gunSubmachine pistol Ingram MAC-10 MAC-10 (.45 ACP) with suffocation and no magazine. TypeMachine
pistolSubmachine gunPlace of originUnited StatesService historyIn service1970-presentUsed bySee UsersWars Vietnam War Invasion of Grenada[1] Production historyDesignerGordon B. IngramDesigned1964ManufacturerMilitary Armament CorporationUnit cost $120Produced1970-presentSmass2.84 kg (£6.26) empty suppressorLength 269 mm (10.7
inches) with stock removed 295 mm (11.6 inches) with stock retracted 548 mm (1 foot 9.6 inches) with stock extended 545 mm (1 foot 9.45 inches) with stock retracted w/suppressor 798 mm (2 feet 7.4 inches) with stock extended with stock suppressor Barrel length146 mm (4.49 inches)Width 50 mm (1.96 inches) without suppressor 54 mm (2.13 inches)
with suppressor Cartridge .45 ACP (11.43×23mm) 9×19mm Parabellum ActionStraight blowback[2]Rate of fire 1,300 rounds/min. (9mm) &amp; (.45 ACP) 1,500 rounds/min. (.380 ACP) Muzzle 366 m/s (1,201 ft/s) for 9mm 280 m/s (919 ft/s) for .45 ACP Effective firing range 500 meters (.45 ACP) 70 meters (9×19mm Parabellum)[3] Maximum firing range100
meters (for .45 meters (for . 45 ACP)Feed system 30-round detachable box magazine (.45 ACP)[4] 32-round detachable box magazine (9×19mm)[4] SightsIron sights The Military Armament Corporation Model 10 , officially abbreviated as M10 or M-10, [4] and better known as MAC-10, is compact, blowback controlled machine gun/submachine pistol,
developed by Gordon B. Ingram in 1964. The chamber is in .45 ACP or 9mm. The two-speed sionics was designed for the Mac-10, which not only abates the generated noise, but makes it easier to control the full automatic (although it also makes the gun much less compact and hidden). In 1994, a semi-automatic pistol was banned in the United States. The
term MAC-10 is often used in unofficial parlance. [required indication] The Military Arms Corporation has never used the MAC-10 nomenclature on any of its catalogs or sales literature, but since the MAC-10 has become so widely used title II dealers, gun writers, and collectors, it is used more often than the M10 to identify guns. [required indication] The
design of the M10 is built mainly of steel stamps. The blackened rooster lever pulls out of the top of the receiver and the 90° handle turns the screw and acts as a pointer that the weapon cannot fire. The M10 has a telescopic screw that wraps around the rear faces of the soda. This allows for a more compact weapon and balances the weight of the weapon
through the gun grip where the magazine is located. The M10 shoots from an open vika, and the light weight of the vijka has a rapid speed of fire to score. In addition, this design includes a built-in feed ramp as part of the trigger guard (a new concept at this time) and to save on costs the magazine was recycled from the M3 Grease Gun. The barrel has a
thread to accept an inhibitor that works by reducing the sound of the release without trying to reduce the speed of the ball. This works well with .45 ACP versions, as most loads are already subsonic, as opposed to the specific, low-setting subsonic loads that are usually needed to suppress Weapons. At the suggestion of the U.S. Military, the brake also acts
as a pre-launch to block the rise of the nozzle at launch. Ingram added a small bracket with a small band under the tazzle to help control the withholding during a fully automatic fire. The original fire rate for the M10 in .45 ACP is about 1090 per minute. Of the 9mm there are about 1,250 laps per minute, and the one of the smaller MAC-11 in the .380 ACP is
1,380 laps per minute. [7] In the 70th century, the primary reason for the original identification of the M10 was its revolutionary sound suppressor, designed by Mitchell WerBell III of Sionics. This inhibitor has a two-stage shape, with the first stage being greater than the second. This uniquely shaped inhibitor gives the MAC-10 a very special look. It is also very
quiet, to this point, that it is possible to hear bolt cycling, along with a reconed report on the release of weapons, if only when subsonic spheres are used (standard .45 ACP spheres are subsonic). The inhibitor, when used with the Nomex cover, creates room for firearm posture with a secondary arm, which facilitates control. In the 1970s and 1970s, the This
was one of the factors that led to the bankruptcy of the military arms corporation, and the other was the company's failure to recognise the private market. The original Sionics inhibitor is 11.44 inches in length, totaling 2.13 inches and weighing 1.20 kilograms. [8] Calibers and variants While the original M10 was available for .45 ACP or 9mm, the M10 is part
of a series of machine guns, and the other is the MAC-11/ M-11A1, which is a relatively down-version of the M10, chamber in .380 ACP (9×17mm); and M-11/9, which is an modified version of the M-11 with a longer receiver in the chamber 9×19mm, later made by SWD (Sylvia and Wayne Daniel), Leinad and Vulkan Armament. In the United States, machine
guns are the subject of the National Firearms Act. As the military arms corporation was bankrupt, a large number of incomplete sheet metal frame dwellings got serial numbers and then bought a new company, RPB Industries. Some of the previously finished guns, which had already been stamped with MAC, were then stamped with RPB on the reverse,
making the gun a double mark. RPB Industries fumigated about 200 open semi-automakers during the 1981 Drug War before the Bureau of Alcoholic Tobacco Firearms and Explosives (BATFE). Batfe insisted that the future semi-automatic firearms were designed with a closed screw design, as the open-bolt semi-automatic weapon was too easy to illegally
convert to full automatic operation. [8] Wayne Daniel, a former RPB operator, bought much of his remaining inventory and designed the SWD to design a more balanced weapon, available either fully or semi-automatic with its new BATFE-approved closed screw design. [9] There are several carbine versions of M-11/9 and Cobray and SWD designed a
smaller version, chambered in .380 ACP than a semi-automatic pistol called an M-12. While civilian production, sales and possession of mac-10s and versions after 1986 are banned, it is still legal to sell templates, tools and manuals to complete such conversions. These items are typically marketed as post-sample materials for the use of a federal firearms
license to produce/distribute selected-fire variants of MAC-10 prosecution, military and overseas clients. [11] The 1994 U.S. ban on assault weapons fell under the 1994 Mac-10 semi-automatic civilian pistol, which operates differently from his military colleague. The ban - which expired in 2004 - adopted various requirements that defined offensive weapons.
The MAC-10 was named directly in the ban,[12] and failed three requirements: semi-automatic version of automatic firearms, Manufactured weight of 50 ounces (1.4 kg) or more when the gun is unloaded. [12] THE MAC-10 weighs 100.16 oz (2.84 kg). [13] and threaded barrel for the attachment of a tube stretcher, flash, handheld or suffocation In addition,
the magazine's capacity is 32 rounds. Wayne Daniel is in response to redeas the M-11 by eliminating threaded soda and creating a new edition of the magazine that would only allow firearms to adopt a new 10-bullet magazine, such as the ban on assault weapons in 1994. The new firearms were called PM11/9. [14] Foreign copies and derivatives of BXP
BXP is a 9 mm undermachine gun developed in the mid-1980s by the South African company Mechem (currently the Denela division, formerly under armscor), and introduced into production in 1984. International arms embargoes in South Africa have forced the country to design and make its own weapons. The weapon was intended for use by security
forces. Production rights have changed hands several times, from mechem to Milkor Marketing and later to Truvelo, the current manufacturer (since 2009[update]). The Cobra carbine Cobra carbine is a semi-automatic firearms of Rhodesian origin, made during the Rhodesian Bush War era as a self-defense weapon for farmers and is in the chamber for the
round 9×19mm Parabellum. The layout of these weapons is somewhat based on the uzi podmachine pistol. [15] Submahina Patria The Ametralladora Patria pistol is a sealing copy of the MAC-10 and has an extension of the cooling jacket/barrel, similar to the South African BXP. It was developed by Major Luis Ricardo Dávila of the Argentine Air Force and
protected by a national patent n° 220494/5/6/7 on 20.8.1980. It uses 9mm bullets for easy transport, and can be operated in both hands. Similarly, the previous Argentine-based MAC-10 was designed in 1977 by manufacturer Domingo Matheu, the Ametralladora MPA pistol. [16] Enarm MSM Enarm MSM (Mini Sub Metralhadora or Mini Submachine Gun)
was a submachine pistol of Brazilian origin based on the Uzi and MAC-10 weapons made by ENARM. [18] He was in the hall 9×19mm Parabellum circle and also came with a pre-game. Although the weapons were well-performed in the trials, the company's dissolution was cancelled due to internal disruption. [18] Section 5 MAC-10 Section 5 Firearms Ltd
Tunbridge Wells, Kent in the United Kingdom, 19 ×19 Parabellum[19] in the 1970s, the MAC-10 version was ed. They only accept 9×19mm Uzi magazines and are equipped with a classic foldable or special fixed polymer stock. Users of Argentina[citation needed] Bolivia[20] Chile[21] Colombia[22] Dominican Republic[21] Greece[20] Guatemala[20]
Honduras[20] Israel[20] Malaysia:Previously used by special operations unit, Royal Malaysian Police, now on display at the Police Museum. [23] Poland[20] Philippines[quot] Portugal[20] Saudi Arabia[21] Spain: It is used by various police forces. [24] Syria[extract required] Great Britain: Used by the SAS. [21] United States: It was used by special forces,
including RRP and naval seed, in the Vietnam War[21][25] and the Invasion of Grenado. [1] Delta Force may have had some MAC-10s in inventory. [26] Venezuela[20] See also MAC-11 McQ MGP-15 Submahkin Pistol Minebea PM-9 Reference ^ a b Lee E. Russell (1985). Grenada 1983 pp. 41. ↑ McNab, Chris (2009). Firearms. Queen Street House, 4th
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